KaMin │ CADAM Announces Global Price Increase for their Kaolin Performance Minerals
MACON, GA. (KaMin LLC) August 23, 2021 - KaMin LLC and CADAM SA announced today that
they will increase prices for their performance minerals in their global markets up to 10% effective
September 27, 2021 or as markets and contracts allow. These increases will vary depending on
product, packaging, and delivery terms.
Changes in the overall labor market, energy supply, and impacts on incoming and interplant logistics
have resulted in accelerating cost pressures across our business. This is in addition to increases in
mining costs as well as new environmental and global compliance costs. Over the last year
KaMin/CADAM have made significant additional investments in our continuous improvement
initiatives attacking costs across the business, but unfortunately these efforts have not been able to
keep up with the pace of inflation. At this time, we need to pass these costs through to our customers
to ensure KaMin/CADAM can continue to deliver on its vision to be the global leader in performance
minerals.
These increases are in addition to our container service surcharge that was announced in February
that is being used to partially offset increases in the cost of delivering our products to our customers.
For further information on KaMin/CADAM or about price increases, customers are encouraged to
contact their local sales representatives or contact us through our web site at
www.kaminsolutions.com.
About KaMin LLC and CADAM S.A. – Our vision is to be the global leader in performance
minerals that enables innovative product solutions for everyday life. KaMin and CADAM are
recognized leaders with more than 90 years of experience in delivering performance mineral
solutions in a broad spectrum of end use markets including: building & construction, automotive &
catalyst, agriculture, health & beauty, packaging, and specialty & graphic paper. The company
mines, produces, and distributes its products from its three US plants located in Georgia – Macon,
Sandersville and Wrens – and internationally at production and converting facilities in South
America (Brazil) and Europe (Belgium).
For more information please contact KaMin/CADAM at +1 478 750 5410; at
askus@kaminsolutions.com or at www.kaminsolutions.com .

